
The Role for Point Source Capture
CO2 Capture from Regional Point Sources: 5-year Deployment Outlook

I-WEST is developing a regional, stakeholder-informed technology roadmap
• Roadmap will quantify technology pathways,

identify factors that could aid or impede the pathways, and
assess the impacts of the pathways.
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Intermountain West Energy Sustainability & Transitions
A Place-based Approach to

Achieving Carbon Neutrality in the Intermountain West

The I-WEST assessment is being sponsored by US Department of Energy.

The Roadmap will be made available publicly.
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Thumbnail of the I-WEST Phase I Assessment
Objectives

•To develop a regional, stakeholder-informed technology roadmap
• Regionally relevant technology pathways

• Options that can be deployed now & ones needed within next decade

•To facilitate regional coalitions

Strategy

•Place-based approach

•Emissions reduction → new, symbiotic energy economies
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Goals for Today
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• Quantify potential for point-source capture

• Discuss factors that could facilitate or impede deployment

I-WEST CO2 Point Sources
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Topical “workshops” will engage stakeholders across the 
region through spring 2022.

• Series of stakeholder engagements around technology 
pathways relevant to the region

• Open capstone workshop will lay out the final pathway,
built from input derived from “Chatham House Rule” events
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It is anticipated that many 
technology pathways will tie to a 

hydrogen economy.

• CO2 capture from point sources—(first event 11/30/21)

• CO2 capture from the air—(first event 1/19/22)

• CO2 storage & utilization—(first event 12/7/21)

• Hydrogen generation—(first event 1/11/22)

• Hydrogen utilization—(first event 1/19/22)

• Bioenergy—(first event 1/19/22)

• Biological CO2 conversion & value-added products —
(first event 1/19/22)

• Electricity generation—(first event 1/19/22)

Inquiries on stakeholder engagement can be sent to iwest@lanl.gov

mailto:iwest@lanl.gov
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Logistics for Today
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• Chatham House Rule— “participants are free to use the information received, but 
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other 
participant, may be revealed”

• Input will be used by I-WEST to build roadmap—once we’ve synthesized input, 
we will share with this group for comment; we will also confirm we can reference your 
participation as a stakeholder in our final report

• Session will be recorded—for use in synthesis only (i.e., will not be made available 
outside of the I-WEST team)

• Engagement is important to I-WEST—great interest has resulted in a large group; 
hence, we recognize this workshop may be insufficient to capture all input

Ø Use the Chat box
Ø Email iwest@lanl.gov
Ø We will reach out with follow-up for individual input

• Mute by default—be sure to unmute when you want to speak

• Raise (and lower) hand &/or use Chat

mailto:iwest@lanl.gov
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Agenda for Today
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• Brief introductions—roll call by affiliation
(be prepared for a short statement on the interests of your organization)

• Roundtable discussion: technical aspects—8:30 am 
1. Primary driver for deploying carbon capture 
2. Technical challenges encountered
3. Regional infrastructure/resources critical to enable success
4. Scale of point-source capture in the region by the end of the decade
5. Types of sources in the region that can/cannot deploy over the next 5 years
6. Technical barriers are limiting carbon capture deployment at large scale in the region

Moderators:  Jim Gattiker (LANL) and Raj Singh (LANL)

• Roundtable discussion: societal/economic/policy aspects— 10:00 am
1. Current and planned local/state/federal policies that limit or facilitate
2. Societal acceptance in the region for deployment of point-source capture
3. Financial constraints on wide-spread deployment
4. Potential economic impacts of your project for community/region
5. Skilled workforce considerations
6. Long-term prospects for point-source capture in the region

Moderators:  Janie Chermak (UNM) and Alan Krupnick (RFF)
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Roll-Call Introductions
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AECOM—Bonnie Carr, Peter Montalvo

Battelle—Jared Walker

Carbon America—Michael Matson

Deseret Power—Eric Olsen, Jeff Peterson, 
Phil Solomon, Robert Hamaker

8Rivers—Adam Goff

Enchant Energy—Peter Mandelstam

Frontier Carbon Solutions—Alicia Summers

ION Clean Energy—Erik Meuleman

KeyLogic—Taylor Vactor

LafargeHolcim—Virgilio Barrera

Lucid Energy Group—Matt Eales

Milestone Environmental Services—
Christopher Davis, Shaun Gee

MTR—Brice Freeman

Oxy Low Carbon Ventures—William Barrett, 
William Swetra

RAW Energy—Rich Walje

Red Cedar Gathering Company & Aka Energy 
Group—Coy Bryant, Demi Morishige

Svante—Claude Letourneau

SCS Energy—Ian Andrews

Talen Montana—Gordon Criswell

Utah Iron—Miken Larson, Lindsay Leveen, 
Timothy Desselles

Williams Companies—Daniel Kim
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Roundtable Discussion Questions
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Technical Roundtable

1. What is your primary driver for deploying carbon capture for your 
facility, or that led you to choose the project ?

2. What technical challenges specific to your facility have you 
encountered?

3. What regional infrastructure/resources are critical enablers for your 
project?

4. What do you envision for the scale of point-source capture in the 
region by the end of the decade?

5. Which types of sources in the region can/cannot deploy carbon 
capture over the next 5 years? What specific characteristics do you 
think would enable those point sources as targets?

6. What technical barriers are limiting carbon capture deployment at 
large scale in the region? What technology advancement would 
further facilitate carbon capture deployment at point sources in the 
region?
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Economic and Policy Roundtable

1. How do the current and planned local/state/federal policies limit or 
facilitate deployment of carbon capture at regional point sources? 

2. What is the societal acceptance of deployment of point source CO2 
capture in the region of your project and what are the challenges?

3. What are the financial constraints limiting large scale carbon capture 
in the region? Do you have suggestions on potential pathways to 
address financial constraints? What project operational lifespan (e.g., 
10 yrs of operation) is needed for financial viability?  

4. What are the economic impacts (e.g. jobs, revenue) of your carbon 
capture deployment project for the local community and state/region?

5. What were your considerations for issues such as access to skilled 
workforce? 

6. What are your envisioned long-term prospects of carbon capture in 
regional net-zero?


